STANDARD REGISTER HEALTHCARE

CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS
WITH HOURLY PATIENT
ROUNDING BOARDS

care. inform. streamline.
Improve Patient Safety, Satisfaction
and Experience
Adopted by nearly all healthcare organizations today, hourly
rounding as standard practice enables caregiver to communicate essential patient information that improves patient safety
and satisfaction. This practice ensures that every patient is
checked at least once every hour, increasing patient satisfaction while decreasing patient call bells, patient falls, infections, and lawsuits.
Standard Register Healthcare’s patient rounding boards offer
a functional and aesthetically pleasing way to capture key
information and reinforce results. What’s more – its unique
construction allows providers to change key information on
the boards as needed.
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The Diﬀerence is Clear – Form, Funcon, and Financial.
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1. Backer
2. Pre-Printed Poster
3. Clear Acrylic Face

EASY AS…1. 2. 3.
The SRHC proprietary system combines the backer that is permanently
mounted to the wall, a pre-printed poster, and clear acrylic face that acts as
a dry-erase surface.

Patent-Pending System Design
The patent pending display system offered by Standard Register Healthcare
is made with a polymetal surface and an acrylic face, which is guaranteed
not to shatter.
Our system incorporates a poster underneath the acrylic writing surface,
allowing the healthcare organization to present current information as
content evolves. Eliminating the need to dispose of pre-printed whiteboard as
changes occur.

“Our clinical staff is very
pleased with the new
communication boards
installed in the postpartum
patient rooms. They are
clear, easy to clean and
less expensive than glass
boards on the market.”

Our solution offers clients the option to select pointed or rounded corners. To
compliment the display, we recommend using a low-odor dry erase marker.
We can even provide markers branded with your logo – making it easy for
staff to select and use the correct marker
Hospitals are not only using our patient rounding boards for pain and care
charts. Many hospitals are customizing their boards to display the Patient Bill
of Rights and Responsibilities, which is required by law. One of our current
customers, Parkland Hospital, displays these rights and responsibilities in
240 locations around the hospital and is currently customizing our patient
rounding boards to meet this need within each facility.

– Program Manager
Facilities Planning, Design & Construction
Major Southwest Hospital System

Advance Your Reputation
Standard Register Healthcare is a recognized leader in managing healthcare information and
communications. You can rely on us to elevate the brand experience and enhance communications
for your stakeholders — patients, staff, physicians, benefactors and the community at large. We
provide you with the resources and technologies that improve performance and control costs,
advancing the patient experience and your reputation.
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